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UPCOMING EVENTS
A Reception Honoring Law Clerks
Invitations are being sent to current
and former law clerks, their judges,
and Historical Society members. The
event? A reception on October
26 honoring the clerks and featuring a
multi-generational conversation on clerking among William H. Jeffress, Jr.
and Amy Jeffress, former clerks of Judge Gerhard Gesell, and District Judge
Christopher R. Cooper. The reception – the Society’s fourth – will begin at 5
p.m. in the Atrium of the E. Barrett Prettyman U.S. Courthouse. (Photograph
above of a previous law clerk reception.)

Introducing D.C.
High School
Students to the
Federal Court
System
On December 14, over
200 D. C. high school
students are expected to pack the benches in the Ceremonial Courtroom to
listen to the arguments that were presented before the U.S. Supreme Court
in Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District, a case
exploring the free speech rights of high school students. After learning
about the federal court system and the issues raised in the case, two of
Judge David Tatel’s law clerks will reenact the arguments previously
presented to the Supreme Court. Judges Tatel, Sri Srinivasan, and Ketanji
Brown Jackson will listen to the arguments and then read excerpts from the
actual decision in the case. Students will be encouraged to participate with

the judges in a vibrant question-and- answer session about the issues raised
in the case and the many challenges judges face in determining how to rule
in complicated cases. The Federal Judicial Center will videotape the full
program which will be available for viewing and replication by federal courts
throughout the country. Board member Andrea Ferster is producing the
December program. (Photograph above from the previous Tinker program.)

Looking Ahead to 2018 - The Society’s
13th Mock Court Program
Plans are underway for the Society's next Mock
Court Program for D.C. high school students,
on March 9, 2018. Jim Rocap, Chair of the
Society's Education Committee, is working with
the Judges of the Court of Appeals and District
Court, other Education Committee members,
former law clerks, high school teachers, and
others to prepare for this annual event. All are eager to work with the
students, who will prepare and present 3-5 minute arguments to the Judges
during the half-day program. (Photograph from a previous Mock Court
Program.)

ORAL HISTORY NEWS
Two New Oral Histories

Robert Kapp
Legal careers don’t follow straight, predictable
lines as Robert Kapp’s new oral history
demonstrates. After learning his trade as a litigator
in the Tax Division of the Justice Department, he
went to Hogan & Hartson (Hogan Lovells) to
continue doing tax work and became a partner. Involvement with the ACLU,
representation of Abbie Hoffman and other nonprofit clients, and
participation in Robert Kennedy’s presidential campaign in 1968 changed
him. He became active with the Washington Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, the National Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights, and the
International Human Rights Law Group. Still later, he and Anthony Essaye
founded the International Senior Lawyers Project to mobilize volunteer
lawyers to work on human rights and economic development overseas.
Little wonder American Lawyer gave him a lifetime achievement award in
2012. Looking back over almost 60 years of practice, Kapp says it was less

money-driven when he started. Irv Nathan was Kapp's interviewer. Read
Robert Kapp's oral history.

Tom Williamson
At age ten, Thomas Williamson, Jr. persuaded his
parents to let him travel across the United States
by train, alone. An expert on trains and an African
American, he was sure the Pullman porters would
take care of him. The integrated community in
Northern California where he grew up was less
affected by the racism than other parts of America,
and so he was surprised when the San Francisco
Chronicle reported his winning a junior high election. Tom and both his
siblings went to Harvard. His oral history is a story of race in modern
America told from a unique perspective. Sadly, it is incomplete, cut short by
Williamson’s early death. He didn’t have time to tell about his election as
President of the DC Bar and his many other accomplishments. Precious
Boone, Associate Counsel at MERSCORP Holdings, Inc., was the
interviewer. Read Tom Williamson's oral history.

Read about Joe Rauh’s Defense of Lillian
Hellman and Arthur Miller and His Hosting of
Marilyn Monroe - A Page from the Rauh Oral
History

Legendary attorney Joe Rauh's finest hour may have
been his defense of the famous playwrights Lillian
Hellman and Arthur Miller in hearings by the House
Un-American Activities Committee during the "red
scare" of the 1950s. Writer Genevieve Beske captures the moment perfectly
in an article based on Rauh's oral history. Best of all is her recounting of the
weeks that Miller stayed at Rauh's house during the hearings. Staying with
them and stealing the scene there was Miller's wife, actress Marilyn
Monroe. Read the full article. (Photograph of Joe Rauh above.)

Coming in December - The Release of Judge
Charles R. Richey’s Oral History
In eight interviews conducted from April 1995
through February 1996, interviewer Daniel M.

Singer talked with Judge Richey at length about
his life and career. Under seal since its donation
to the Society in March 1997, the history will be
published at Judge Richey's direction. (Portrait of
Judge Richey above.)

ENCOURAGING THE PRESERVATION OF JUDGES’ PAPERS
A goal of the Society and its Archival Preservation Committee headed by
Paras Shah is to promote the preservation of judicial papers so that future
generations have access to the thoughts of, and actions taken by, federal
judges as they considered and ruled on cases and the issues presented. To
this end, the Society is meeting with judges to encourage the preservation
of their non-official papers and electronic files and to assist them in doing
so. The Society is also identifying law schools, universities, presidential
libraries and other institutions that might serve as repositories for the
judges’ papers.

A PORTRAIT UNVEILED AND ADDED TO
THE DISTRICT COURT’S COLLECTION
Presented to the District Court on September 15,
2017, the portrait of Judge Colleen Kollar-Kotelly
(right) has been added to the Society’s on-line
judicial portrait exhibit. Read about Judge KollarKotelly and Danni Dawson, the artist who painted
her portrait.

EVA PETKO ESBER – THE NEWEST
SOCIETY OFFICER
Eva Petko Esber (pictured left), long a member
and supporter of the Historical Society, is the
Society’s new Secretary. At home in the
Courthouse, Eva clerked for Judge Thomas F.
Hogan and then joined Williams & Connolly where she practiced for 31 years
until she retired from the partnership and is now in a more limited role as Of
Counsel. An accomplished litigator, Eva handled a broad variety of cases,
among them elder fraud, malpractice, and mass tort claims – this while

working part-time so as to spend time with her two growing children, Anne
and Michael. Notably, Eva was the first woman to become partner at the
firm while working part-time.
Eva’s husband, Brett, practices law at Blank Rome. The two attended
Georgetown University Law Center at the same time, having met on their
first day of class. Eva and Brett hope to spend more time traveling in the
years ahead. They recently visited Greece and are planning to travel to
Africa next year.
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